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INTRODUCTION
The coronavirus pandemic has affected nearly every aspect of everyday life, including
the way customers behave in the marketplace. How companies respond to the effects
of the pandemic is shaping customer perceptions.
Uncertainty will be the only constant when it comes to customer experience in the
coming months. For companies whose success depends on providing a positive CX, it
will be crucial to design an adaptable, agile approach — one that balances customer
expectations with wellness and safety on both sides of the transaction.
Staying compliant with continually shifting state and local responses is equally important and directly related to providing an adjusted, positive CX.
In this analysis, we’ll look at the factors driving CX and negatively impacting the business community since the pandemic began. We’ll also outline several actionable steps
companies can take to become more robust through the pandemic experience.
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BACKGROUND
As the coronavirus pandemic began to spread throughout the world in early 2020,
many companies were caught unprepared1 . The impact of widespread stay-at-home
orders was swift and, in many cases, painful. While some companies have found their
footing, others continue to scramble, including large multinational brands.
Businesses struggled to maintain operational functionality and customers encountered poor experiences everywhere they turned. And it’s no wonder — all at once,
vast swaths of workers shifted to home-based work 2 arrangements, customer behavior changed overnight3 , and global supply chains collapsed4 .
The pandemic continues to impact communities5 everywhere, with no clear expert
consensus6 on what the world can expect in the coming months.

PHONE-BASED CX IMPACT
Phone-based customer service satisfaction has already declined at some companies. Staff at the Harvard Business
Review7 recently studied a million customer service calls made between March
11, when Covid-19 was declared a pandemic by the WHO, and March 26.
Harvard used a 250-variable algorithm
to score the effort level of a customer’s
interaction on a scale ranging from “difficult” to “easy” for the customer to accomplish their goal for making the call.
Over the course of 14 days, the average company saw the percentage of
calls scored as “difficult” doubled from
the average level — from 10 percent to
more than 20 percent. Key drivers were
several pandemic-related issues: unexpected travel cancellations, appeals for
bill payment extensions, and insurance
coverage disputes.
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Difficult calls, the study revealed, negatively impacted customer experience and
added stress and anxiety to call center
representative experience. Several other
factors are also impacting the customer
experience:

LEGACY IT INFRASTRUCTURE
CYBER ATTACKS
INEFFECTIVE CRISIS
COMMUNICATION PLANS
STRESSED & ILL-PREPARED
CUSTOMER CARE TEAMS
HOURS OF HOLD TIME
CALL ABORTS
NO CALL-BACKS
MULTIPLE CALL TRANSFERS
TO GET ANSWERS
UNSYMPATHETIC REPS
INCONSISTENT INFORMATION
FROM REPS

Factors Negatively
Impacting Phone-based
Customer Experience
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TECHNICAL LOGISTICS
Many companies scrambled to put together ad hoc solutions8 for linking their employees to the physical workspace from home. Network engineers and IT staff had to
connect and support a decentralized staff, which included thousands of customer call
reps who needed to be able to manage calls from home.
Outdated legacy computing systems are another technical barrier many companies
are battling. Older systems are less reliable and more vulnerable to security breaches.
Often, very few on-site IT workers know how to force these systems9 to handle the
rapidly changing workflow that continues to unfold.
To make matters worse, bad actors had been waiting for an opportunity like the
coronavirus response. They were poised and ready to pounce. By mid-April, the FBI
had reported a 400 percent increase in cyberattacks10 . Security analysts worked triple-time, trying to stem the tide of breaches.
In many cases, technical roadblocks and cyber threats still loom large.

COMMUNICATION FAILURES
44 percent of companies that responded to a survey by the Institute for Public Relations11 in March of 2020 indicated that they had a crisis communication plan in place,
but had not accounted for an infectious disease outbreak. Another 10 percent reported they had no crisis communication plan in place.
As a result, many companies were unable to deliver consistent, confident messaging to their employees, let alone end consumers. Customer perception took a big hit
across several sectors.
Customers may have been patient at the beginning of the crisis, but, by late summer,
the market started turning against brands that had been unprepared. That includes
companies that communicated ineffectively or inconsistently.

Eighty-three percent of consumers responding to a recent survey by PR agency MWWPR12 said a company’s behavior during the pandemic would influence
whether they buy from that company after the global health crisis subsides.

CUSTOMER CARE TEAM ISSUES
Customer care representatives face unique challenges.
Keeping a cohesive, capable staff together has been a difficult proposition for many
businesses. Customer care teams are affected by layoffs, stay-at-home orders, and
understaffing. Many workers aren’t able to work around childcare issues or have a
health concern that puts them at increased risk. Some call centers have already dealt
with outbreaks among workers13 .
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Call centers that have transitioned to work-from-home arrangements risk piling additional stress on employees. A recent USA Today article highlights the issue:
“Typically, the 127 representatives at St. Louis-based Communications for Research, which recruits people for surveys, benefit from listening to one another’s
calls, asking questions and high-fiving when they corral recruits. But during the
pandemic, nearly all worked from home and kept up some of those activities
through video meetings and group chats”, says co-CEO Colson Steber.
‘It absolutely changed perceptions,’ he says.
Now, he says, 52 reps are continuing to work from home and the company plans to
merge its two call centers.

Stressed-out customers present new challenges for client service teams, as well.
When it comes to handling anxious customers, ill-prepared customer care teams can’t
provide sufficient responses. Many representatives may not be capable of answering
pandemic-related questions, especially around shipping or stocking logistics.

Companies often forgo training employees on techniques for dealing with customers experiencing anxiety and stress. When upset customers routinely encounter flustered agents, the customer and employee experience14 suffers.

CALL CENTER QUALITY ISSUES
Customer care agents at some companies can’t keep up normal call levels, let alone
the call volume spikes15 that have become a regular occurrence. In addition to routine
customer service concerns, customers have questions about how slowdowns will affect shipping, returns, and payment issues caused by layoffs.
When customers need to communicate with a company through its call center to deal
with these issues, many encounter a whole host of problems:
•
•
•
•

Hours of hold time16
Call aborts
No call-backs17
Multiple call transfers to get answers

Companies are working diligently to rise to the occasion, but it’s impossible to calculate the long-term consequences of poor call experiences — these callers may develop
lasting negative impressions of the companies they interact with.
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IN-PERSON CX IMPACT
These issues aren’t limited to the virtual space. In-person CX has become equally
stressed. Just walking into a store or restaurant like normal is no longer an option.
In-person customers face several brand-impacting issues.

LONG QUEUES
RESTRICTED MOVEMENT
THROUGH SHOPS
CONFRONTATIONAL
EMPLOYEES
IMPERSONAL
INTERACTIONS
INCONSISTENCY
IN COMMUNICATION

Factors Negatively
Impacting In-person
Customer Experience
LONG WAITS

Employees at shops and restaurants often work behind shields and masks, and
at an increased distance. These measures
are important for public health outcomes,
but some customers are sure to perceive
the experience as much more impersonal
than what they’re accustomed to.

CONFRONTATIONAL AND
RUSHED EXPERIENCES
Some customers will react adversely to
employees who must enforce18 masking
and social distancing regulations, making
tact especially important during these interactions.

Stores are often understaffed or running
fewer registers to keep shoppers and
employees more spaced out. This means
customers are waiting in line to check out
for longer periods of time.

Some establishments have set time limits that restrict how long a customer can
be in the store before a customer representative asks them to leave. This can
also damage customer relations.

It can even take a long time to enter the
front door if a store has to limit the number of shoppers due to floor space.

UNCERTAINTY AND
INCONSISTENCY

LOSS OF AUTONOMY AND
IMPERSONAL INTERACTIONS
Stores often direct customers through
the store on a specific path. This keeps
the flow moving and might help to increase churn to a point, but CX suffers.
Shops and restaurants sometimes cordon off areas and facilities to keep customers confined to smaller spaces. This
can help the establishment keep up on
the frequent cleaning many states require. However, it adds to the customer
impression that they are not free to shop
or eat the way they want.
Copyright © 2020 ContactPoint 360 All rights reserved.
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Customers are often unaware of public
health best practices, updated operating
hours, and new store policies. They will
only do the legwork to find out this information to a point. If they can’t find out
right away, they are likely to give up and
take their business elsewhere.
Each of these factors makes for negative CX. Successful companies make any
policy or scheduling changes clear and
easy to understand. The goal of every
business should be to provide a safe, yet
welcoming experience.
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SOLUTIONS FOR IMPROVING CX IN A
PANDEMIC-AFFECTED MARKETPLACE
Companies must take a proactive approach to improve CX despite the persistent upheaval. The good news is that companies can undertake several actionable steps to
enhance CX throughout this phase.

Look For A CX Partner That Can:
Hire and train talent effectively
Utilize modern technology to
complement human efforts
Streamline customer experiences
Reach and scale to fulﬁll requirements
Seamlessly engage work-from-home agents
outside a company’s infrastructure

IMPROVE STAFFING RATIOS
No matter where a customer care center
is based, having enough people on hand
to competently handle calls as they roll in
at high volumes is critical.
One rapid solution is to find a partner
capable of handling multiple call center
models (onsite, offshore, onshore, nearshore, home-based). A CX management
partner that can rapidly scale and deploy
teams as needed can eliminate many of
the issues associated with an unexpected event like the COVID-19 pandemic.
An ideal CX partner will be capable of enhancing experiences for all three stakeholders: customers, employees, and clients. Partners that prioritize factors like
safety, camaraderie, respect, pride, and
two-way communication will add the
most long-term value.
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It is also essential to find a partner with a
deep understanding of data security, including how it applies to remote workers.

RETRAIN CUSTOMER-FACING
REPRESENTATIVES
Customer-facing reps should interact
and engage with customers, not read
through a script. Reps need to be trained
to handle every call with empathy. Companies can conduct workshops either
online or in-person to turn empathy into
something actionable, rather than just a
buzzword.
Customer-facing reps who need to ensure compliance must stay informed
about new regulations and exceptions.
Training should direct them to advise
visitors with tact.
For example, if a customer has health
problems or seems anxious19 about trying to shop or eat under the new rules,
the rep should be kind and patient while
explaining the rules, but also be knowledgeable of legal policies regarding who
is exempt, in order to comply with government regulations. Brand-loyal reps
foster brand-loyal customer relationships. These relationships will be especially important following the pandemic.
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Improving Customer
Experience Post-pandemic
Rapid and ﬂexible scaling of customer
care professionals

Effective training and knowledge transfer
for customer care professionals

Automation to complement human efforts
& prodive self-serve options for customers

Utilizing AI, data and analytics to understand
and re-imagine purchase journeys

Digitize purchase journeys, reduce or eliminate
paperwork to increase convenience and compliance

Implement empathetic collections with
care for past dues

AUTOMATE PROCESSES AND
IMPLEMENT SELF-SERVE
OPTIONS
Today’s consumers embrace and expect
digital self-service20 options because
they decrease wait times and introduce
more control over the customer experience.
AI-enhanced call monitoring features
can help companies gather data to uncover query trends and other common
keywords. This information can provide
a framework for digital self-service options like chatbots, FAQ web pages, and
interactive virtual reality tools.
Using a Business Process Management
(BPM) company is one way to ensure a
seamless process for the customer. BPM
services can be especially helpful to
businesses that are struggling to rapidly implement and adjust to new service
options.
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IMPROVE TRANSPARENCY AND
COMMUNICATION
Don’t underestimate the importance of
transparency and effective communication. Customers feel more connected to
brands that seem authentic, approachable, and honest21 . When they have a
question, the answer should be easy to
find and understand.
Modern AI-enhanced technology can
enhance these efforts, as well. Rather
than wait on hold to talk to a live rep, a
customer can find the answers they need
in a quicker, more convenient way. Interacting with a chatbot or an automated
online help center are two examples.

DIGITIZE PURCHASE JOURNEYS
Strive for a fully digital purchase process.
Modern customers are used to making
product purchases using a wide range
of digital methods. Grocery ordering
apps22 and websites, for example, have
become commonplace. During the pandemic, customer attitudes about this
digitized product journey have become
overwhelmingly positive.
Companies can digitize any purchase
journey, not just product ordering. Innovative apps, websites, and self-service kiosks can reduce a company’s
reliance on large customer care teams
and provide a pleasant, streamlined
experience. The right digital purchase
journey tools complement an authentic
human element. Today’s customers expect both23 .
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REDUCE OR ELIMINATE PAPERWORK
Creating new opportunities for contactless transactions, including large purchases
involving financing, gives companies an advantage in the market.
Even big-ticket transactions like buying a new automobile24 can happen without
physical paperwork and signatures. This purchase journey includes just a few steps:
1. The customer selects a vehicle from a dealer website or app and requests a test drive.
2. The dealer drops the vehicle off in the customer’s driveway for a test drive.
3. The customer agrees to purchase the vehicle, requests another model for test driving, or
ends the purchase journey.
4. The dealer picks up the vehicle, pending further instruction from the customer.
5. If the customer wants the vehicle, the dealer initiates a digital transaction.
6. The customer reviews details and agrees to a price and submits a digital application.
7. Once approved, the customer fills out the rest of the paperwork online.
8. The dealer delivers the vehicle to the customer’s driveway and the transaction is complete.

Large purchases like buying a car, buying a home, or leasing a condo can be a hassle. This digital process replaces what would otherwise have been a very drawn-out
process. Not only does this make the customer experience more streamlined, but it
also cuts costs for the vendor. They no longer have to staff and maintain as many
showrooms or pay as many real estate agents. Customers no longer feel pressured to
buy, and can make the choices that best fit their own life and financial circumstances.
In short, everybody wins.

IMPLEMENT COMPASSIONATE COLLECTIONS AND RECOVERY
In the Harvard Business Review study mentioned above, one company received 2.5
times more financial hardship-related calls25 in the span of a week. It’s safe to assume that collections are poised to become a big concern for companies in the coming
months.
The COVID-19 pandemic has financially impacted millions of people around the
globe. Mass job losses have created devastating circumstances for some customers,
who stand to lose their homes, vehicles, and good credit because they can’t afford to
keep up on bills.
Still, companies must pursue collections and recovery to stay afloat. Partner with
a company that values kindness and empathy when making these necessary, but
sometimes uncomfortable calls. Harassing customers is never a good idea. Instead,
find a BPM that works with your customers to help them pay off their debts.
Many customers will get back on track as the economy recovers, and will be more
likely to remain loyal after the experience of a positive collection interaction.
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CONCLUSION
Companies that depend on high-quality, authentic customer-facing service face many
challenges as the pandemic continues — a situation unlikely to improve quickly in the
post-pandemic period to come.
Customer experience is at risk. In some cases, CX is already on a downward trajectory,
and businesses cannot afford to allow their CX to deteriorate further.
Companies can take several steps to improve the customer experience. Central to
many of these approaches is partnering with a CX management service that can step
in quickly and support a company’s infrastructure during this uncertain time and beyond.
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